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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
1 2 3 4

5 6
Talk about at
least 2 different
meanings for the
word "CHECK.”

7
Watch a cartoon 
or movie. Retell the
story to someone.
Use a lot of details!

What is a          8
synonym (means 
the same) of 
"FAST?" Use it in a 
sentence.

9
What is an
antonym (opposite)
of "HOT?" Use it in 
a sentence.

10
Fix this:
Nancy the lion has a 
purple mane.

11

12 13
Talk about at
least 2 different
meanings for the
word "BARK."

14
Read a book or a
chapter. Retell 
what you read. Use 
a lot of details!

What is a          15
synonym (means
the same) of 
"GLAD?" Use it in a 
sentence.

16
What is an
antonym (opposite)
of "SHORT?" Use it 
in a sentence.

.17
Fix this:
Dad put mayonnaise
on his ice cream.

18

19 20
Talk about at least 
2 different 
meanings for the 
word "LIGHT."

21
Tell someone steps
to make a peanut
butter sandwich. 
Use details!

What is a        22
synonym (means
the same) of 
"NICE?" Use it in a 
sentence.

23
What is an
antonym (opposite)
of "EMPTY?" Use it 
in a sentence.

24
Fix this: 
The bird ate a 
block of cheese.

25

26 27
Talk about at
least 2 different
meanings for the
word "HIT."

28
Draw a picture
and tell someone
about it. Use a lot 
of details!

What is a         29
synonym (means 
the same) of 
"NOISY?" Use it in a 
sentence.

 What is an     30
antonym (opposite)
of "SHARP?"
Use it in a sentence.

April
Monday-Multiple meaning Monday

Tuesday-Tell me with details Tuesday
Wednesday-Synonyms are the same Wednesday

Thursday-Antonyms are opposite Thursday
Friday-Freaky Friday (Fix the absurdity)

"If you are persistent, you will get it.
If you are consistent, you will keep it."

Practice makes perfect!
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
1

Fix this:
I made a peanut
butter and ketchup
sandwich.

2

3 4
Talk about at least
two different
meanings for the
word "MEAN."

5
Play "I spy"
with someone. Use
details to tell what
you spy, not just
colors.

What is a          6
synonym (means
the same) of "
ABOVE?"
Use it in a sentence.

7
What is an
antonym (opposite)
of "EASY?"
Use it in a sentence

8
Fix this:
We played outside
because it was
raining.

9

10 11
Talk about at least
two different
meanings for the
word "SHAKE."

Feel different   12
objects around
the house. Tell how
they feel using a lot 
of details.

What is a  13 

synonym (means 
the same) of 
“TRASH?" Use it in a 
sentence.

14
What is an
antonym (opposite)
of "OUTSIDE?" Use 
it in a sentence.

15
Fix this:
Olivia brushes her
hair with her
toothbrush.

16

17 18
Talk about at least
two different
meanings for the
word "ROOT."

19
Go on a walk
and talk about what
you see. Use a lot 
of details!

What is a        20
synonym (means
the same) of 
"SIMPLE?" Use it in 
a sentence.

21
What is an
antonym (opposite)
of "NORTH?" Use it 
in a sentence.

22
Fix this:
The dog meowed
when I walked by.

23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

May

    Monday-Multiple meaning Monday
Tuesday-Tell me with details Tuesday

Wednesday-Synonyms are the same Wednesday
Thursday-Antonyms are opposite Thursday
Friday-Freaky Friday (Fix the absurdity)
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